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The eight selections of this long playing record, "LEADBELLY'S LEGACY No. 3" take us back to 1935, the date of his first visit to New York. Except for a few sporadic sessions in 1937, the bulk of Leadbelly's remarkable song and story had already been recorded by this time; yet it was stored rather inaccessibly in the archive of American folk song of the Library of Congress. A further disadvantage of the Library of Congress recordings was that they were made on inadequate equipment, and were disappointing even to those privileged to hear them.

The first commercial disk company that undertook to bring out Leadbelly's music for general distribution was apparently overcome by its trial effort; of some thirty-five sides cut early in 1935, only six ever found their way to market. It is only now, late in 1951, that due to the efforts of a private collector of Leadbelly material, copies of the original masters have been made available. To the best of our knowledge, only two of the selections included have ever been available in any form, and these two, Pigmeat and Black Snake Moan, are possibly alternate masters. All the recordings of this date precede by four years any other commercial attempt (the Musicraft album of 1939 titled "NEGRO SINFUL SONGS", now out of print) to record Leadbelly.

Since the titles grouped in this release were for the most part recorded at the time of preparation of the John A. and Alan Lomax book, "NEGRO FOLK SONGS AS SUNG BY LEADBELLY" (Macmillan, 1936; a revised edition is planned for 1952 or 1953), the contemporaneous notes of the Lomax book are quite complete, and are here liberally quoted.

There is one quality of Leadbelly's song that is only partially touched on in the Lomax book, however. But if we piece together bits of the Lomax story and combine them with the text and mood of Leadbelly's songs, it can be sensed. There is in certain of the songs a mood of sleeplessness; in others, of dream, and trance. References to sleep and dream are broadcast through all Leadbelly's song; where no escape is provided through sleep or dream, it is through alcohol, as in Roberta.

The sleeplessness complements the dream, for it is a waking dream. It is a state where real and unreal are mixed, seen and unseen come together. In the ox driving song, Leadbelly tells us of the driver who "begin to think about his wife, eighteen, nineteen, twenty years ago. He look way down de road, seems like he could see her . . . ."

For wherever we look in Leadbelly's song, we find lines like these:

"Cain' keep my woman, lawd, f'um worryin' me. Cain' lay down for dreamin', an' I jus' can't sleep for cryin' . . . ."  
(Fort Worth and Dallas blues, FP 24)

"Dream last night an' all night before . . . ."  
(Knife blues)

"An' I feel like walkin' mama, oo, -- an' I feel like lyin' down. . . ."  
(Leaving blues, FP 4)

"I laid down last night, turnin' from side to side (what's the matter?) Aw, turnin' from side to side, I was not sick, but I was just dissatisfied."  
(Good morning blues, FP 4)

"Irene, good night, Irene good night, Good night Irene, good night Irene, I kiss you in my dreams . . . ."  
(Irene, FP 4)

Leadbelly also states (for complete statement and song, see Good morning blues, record side 2, Leadbelly's Legacy No. 1, FP 4, "Take this hammer"):  

"But when you lay down at night, turn from one side of the bed to the other and you can't sleep, what's the matter? Blues got you. Or when you get up in the mornin', bit on side of the bed . . . what's the matter? Blues got you."

(Introductory, Good morning blues)

"When I got up soon in de mornin', I couldn't lay back down. It's de custom of de camp to get up at three-thirty an' three o'clock ev'ry mornin'. When I walk out I couldn't see nothin' but de stars an' de moon. I 'gin to think about Shreveport, Louisiana."
"I WOULD BE THINKIN' 'BOUT MY HONEY IN SHREVEPORT, LOUISIANA, BETTER KNOWN AS THE SUN GONNA SHINE IN MY DO' SOME DAY. I KNOWED SOME DAY, WHEN I LEAVE HERE, IT WOULDN'T BE HAPPEN MO'...."

(INTRODUCTORY FOR SO DOG-GONE SOON, LOMAX BOOK)

For other recurrences of this highly poetic figure, annotated by the Lomaxes as "seeing his honey in Shreveport some day is like the sun shining into one's back door after a long, hard winter," see Jazz, volume IV, p. 59, side 2, band 5; and Jazz, volume V, p. 63, side 1, band 7. "It wouldn't be happen no mo'"

is cited as "Antique Negro Dialect" by the Lomaxes.

In 1935, Leadbelly's whole spirit was suffused with haunting memories of his recent past; the incredibly hard, long days in the sun, the interminable nights in the cell, where lights were bright and glaring. When he left that life, he could not sleep in a darkened room; for weeks later, Martha has related, he had always to get up and turn on the light, after trying to sleep in the dark.

In the sun, the weaker men died. In the notes for Go Down, Ole Hannah, the Lomaxes tell us of "The Tragedy of 1910, when convicts were dying of sunstroke or from buckshot wounds as they made desperate breaks away from misery too great for them to bear." (Record Go Down, Ole Hannah, p. 55, Jazz, vol. I, the South).

"We have been told by various Negro convicts of Texas prison farms," the Lomaxes relate elsewhere, "that they could outrun any dog or horse on the place, that they could leave the farm any day they took the notion. A certain amount of truth is there. The convicts, who work all day every day under the broiling sun, driven by the guards, are in wonderful physical condition. The dogs, a breed of English foxhounds, lie up in their pens most of the time; while the horses, big-boned and clumsy, walk all day behind the men in the field and have no other exercise... in the terrifying wet heat of the river lowlands, the dogs and horses will weary before the convict does."

Combined with the taut physical strength that enabled Leadbelly to survive this experience, there was his ability to make music.

FORT WORTH AND DALLAS BLUES

"The prototype of a thousand blues tunes," the Lomaxes state, "Leadbelly sang it while he lived in Dallas and Fort Worth. He remembers that it was especially popular at the 'Big Four' Negro resort down near the terminal in Dallas. 'I'm an' Blind Lemon would play that song, an' de women would come runnin' lawd have mercy! They'd hug and kiss us so we could hardly play!""

BLACK SNAKE BLUES

Black Snake Blues, or Black Snake Moan, has been recorded by Leadbelly's companion, Blind Lemon Jefferson. A record released sometime early in 1927 and included in Jazz, volume 2, blues, (side 1, band 3, record FP 55), makes it possible to compare the Blind Minstrel's original version of the song with Leadbelly's later rendition. This leaves little doubt that Blind Lemon was a very important influence in shaping Leadbelly's style, at least with songs of his own repertoire that he passed on to his young pupil.

ROBERTA NO. 1 AND NO. 2

"We once asked Leadbelly to sing us a low-down barrelhouse blues," the Lomaxes have related. "When I used to play down on Fannin street, Leadbelly began in reply to their request, "in Shreveport an' all de women would get about half-drunk, they'd 'gin to holler an' tell me, say, 'Baby, play us Roberta! I'd sing 'Em 'Bout Roberta an' they'd all 'gin to cry."

"Then Leadbelly," the Lomaxes continue, "after a series of magnificent runs on his twelve-string guitar, sang high and shrill, 'Run Here, Roberta!' This call of a man after his 'rider' rings clear, like a rooster's crowing just before day. It has the sound in it of miles of bottom land. It could leap over a wide stretch of the quiet, lonely Mississippi like the whistle of a steamboat."

"The man is drunk. Distance means nothing to him. He has something on his mind he's got to tell Roberta, and it's important even if he's not quite sure of what it is. So Roberta 'might as well come on down an' listen,' because he can outrun the train and he can outrun the steamboat. If she still won't listen to him, he'll have her arrested and make her listen. He doesn't even know why he wants Roberta so much. She looks like all the other 'Brownskins with coal-black, wavy hair,' but 'it's her I want and it's her I'll have.'"
The following is the spoken text or recitative, from the Library of Congress recording, which differs slightly from the one recorded later, and heard on this long playing record:

REQUITATIVE 1: THIS MAN, HE WAS LIKIN' ROBERTA. AN' ROBERTA WAS A LIT' BROWNSKIN WOMAN WITH COAL-BLACK, WAVY HAIR. THIS MAN WAS ALL TIME HANGIN' ROUND ROBERTA, WOULDN'T GIVE HER NO PEACE AN' NO REST. SHE TRIED TO GET Away FROM HIM. SHE GOT TIRED OF SEEIN' HIM, AN' SHE WENT TO Runnin' ON A STEAMBOAT DOWN THE MISSISSIPPI RIVER. THE MAN WENT OFF AN' SAT ON THE BANKS OF DE RIVER WHERE HE KNEW ROBERTA HAD TO PASS BY. AN' HE LOOK WAY UP DE RIVER AN' HERE WHAT HE SAID: 'I'M DOWN ON DE RIVER, SETTIN' DOWN ON DE GROUN'.

REQUITATIVE 2: HE LOOKED WAY UP DE RIVER, AN' HE THOUGHT HE SPIED ROBERTA. BUT HE DIDN'T SEE NOBODY -- NOTHIN' BUT A CYPRESS TREE (THE LOMAXES SAY: "A HUGE CYPRESS LOG, FLOATING DOWN-RIVER BUTT-END ON, ITS ROOTS SPREADING FANWISE OVER THE WATER, MIGHT BE MISTaken IN THE MISTY DISTANCE FOR A SMALL RIVER STEAMER.")

REQUITATIVE 3: HE LOOKED, AN' HE THOUGHT HE SPIED DE STEAMBOAT COMIN', BUT IT WASN'T NOTHIN' BUT A CYPRESS TREE

REQUITATIVE 4: BY AN' BY THE STEAMBOAT COME AROUND THE CURVE. AN' IT WAS COMIN' CLOSE BY HIM. HE LOOKED, AN' HE CALLED ROBERTA BY HER NACHUL NAME . . . . .

REQUITATIVE 5: WHEN ROBERTA WOULDN'T COME, HE KEPT ON DOWNSTREAM. HE HAD TO DRIVE ABOUT FIFTY MILES. I DON'T KNOW HOW HE DONE IT -- THAT MAN MADE IT ALL AROUND DE BEN' BY LAURA'S HOUSE -- AN' ANYWAY HE RIGHT THERE AT DE LANDIN' WHEN DE BOAT COME IN. HE RUNNED UP AN' CALLED TO ROBERTA:

"YOU'S A BROWN-SKINNED WOMAN, CHOCOLATE TO DE BONE,
AN' YOU KNOW GOOD AN' WELL I CAIN' LEAVE YOU ALONE."

REQUITATIVE 6: WHEN ROBERTA WOULDN'T COME AND TALK TO HIM, HE BROKE OFF UP TO DE POLICE STATION:

"I'M GOIN' TO DE POLICE STATION, TELL DE CHIEF POLICE
ROBERTA DONE QUIT ME, I CAIN' SEE NO PEACE."

REQUITATIVE 7: WHEN HE GOT TO DE POLICE STATION, DE POLICE ASK HIM HOW THEY GONNA KNOW ROBERTA FROM ANY OTHER BROWNSKIN. ALL OF 'EM IS BROWN-SKIN NOW, AN' ALL GOT BLACK, WAVY HAIR. YOU TAKE A BLACK WOMAN, SHE BROWN JUS' LIKE A TEASIN' BROWN. SHE GOT SO MUCH POWDER ON HER FACE -- HIGH-BROWN POWDER -- YOU CAIN' TELL WHETHER SHE BROWN OR BLACK. DE MAN LOOK AT DE CHIEF POLICE AN' HERE WHAT HE SAID:

"SHE'S A BROWNSKINNED WOMAN, GOT BLACK, WAVY HAIR,
I CAN SUBSCRIBE HER, PODNER, MOST ANYWHERE."

Apparently Leadbelly knew about the white man's clique, most brutally stated in the old minstrel song, "All coons look alike to me." That is exactly what the chief of police would have told any excited Negro who came up to his desk, presuming to ask the law for help with a domestic or emotional problem. The police chief's retort was in effect a dismissal. Leadbelly's reply, though, is magnificent in understatement. It goes as far toward asserting a human right, the right of a Negro to be considered an individual with distinctive traits of appearance and personality, as any Negro would be permitted in the somewhat dubious tribunal of a Louisiana or Mississippi police station.

SIDE 2, BAND 1

Leadbelly has said that he had an uncle, who drove a team of oxen, and that the uncle used to drop by at his father's place from time to time to spend a night. But the uncle was so wound up in his work that all night long, he cursed and sang to his oxen, and gave little Huddie a pretty bad time. It was a poor house, and Huddie was expected to share his bed. But rather than be routed out of bed by the uncle's shouting, singing, and whining, he took to the floor. There, he seems to have slept all right -- but one thing he never could get out of his head was the ox driving song. In later versions, he censored some of his ox driving uncle's salty language -- but for this one, he got it down on record. The "Ti-yow!" that cracks through the earthy monologue is Huddie's characterization of the whip-sting as it falls across the horns of the lead oxen. "An ox-whip with a stout six to eight foot stock of pecan or hickory and twenty feet of plaited leather or single strips of rawhide pieced together."

BAND 2 DADDY I'M COMING BACK TO YOU

"During the world war (I) and for a generation before it," the Lomaxes wrote, "the business of 'Ballit' or Broadside selling among Negroes had its heyday. Wandering singers, many of them itinerant ministers, made a good thing of hawking, for a price that ranged from a nickel to twenty-five cents, copies of the songs they sang, printed on one side of sheets of varicolored paper."
So that although Leadbelly never became a member of the Music Publishers Contact Employees Union, he was a real song-plugger. "For his programs," the Lomaxes say, "Leadbelly always wished to include that silvery-haired daddy of mine, or jazz tunes such as I'm in Love with You, Baby." Other tunes Leadbelly could and did sing were the sentimental Springtime in the Rockies, Dancing with Tears in My Eyes, and a 'Hawaiian song' (these he has recorded for the writer).

BAND 3 SEE SEE RIDER

Blind Lemon Jefferson played the Hawaiian guitar, and it is probably from Blind Lemon that Leadbelly picked up the unusual technique that exploits, not the sirupy, sustained tones of its steel strings, but a staccato, stinging quality. For the rest, see See Rider is one of the most beautiful of all blues melodies, and it is enhanced by Leadbelly's truly lyric understanding of both words and music.

Leadbelly's Legacy

FREDERIC RAMSEY, JR.

An authority on jazz memorizes one of the greatest of Negro folk singers.

The Negro singer who died at sixty years in Bellevue Hospital in New York on December 6, 1949, of amyotrophic lateral sclerosis represented a perplexing medical problem to doctors who are trying to probe secrets of an uncommon but fatal disease. To a handful of internes at Bellevue who knew this patient was Leadbelly, a musician whose records they had heard and whose concerts they had attended, Huddie Ledbetter's passing meant more than just another entry in a census of fatalities that already included the name of Lou Gehrig.

Like Gehrig, Leadbelly was a man of iron. In his prime, he stood close to six feet, and every inch of them that was muscle was solid and taut. In the cotton fields he had worked up to picking 1,000 pounds a day. And in a Texas penitentiary he was, as Alan Lomax has written, "number-one man in the number-one gang on the number-one farm in the state—the man who could carry the lead rope in the field for twelve or fourteen hours a day under the broiling July and August sun and then cut the fool for the guards all evening."

"The active ones usually get it," was the Bellevue doctor's comment. Leadbelly would have had his own comment, direct from the opening lines of a ballad he knew well, "John Henry": "Steel is gonna be the death o' me, Lord Lord—Steel is gonna be the death o' me." For it was hardness in Leadbelly's muscles that made him most susceptible to the disease described medically as "relentless, progressive, and destructive." He died as he lived—hard.

The toughest part was made up of the early years, covering the period from circa 1882, when he was born in Mooringsport, Louisiana, to the day in 1934 when his second pen sentence was reprieved by Governor Neff of Texas. When he was still a boy, his father taught young Huddie to plow, and his uncle Bob taught him to play the guitar.

He has told how he first went down to Fannin Street in Shreveport while still in knee pants, and how his father had to explain about fashions when he first saw clothes models in a store window. On Fannin Street Leadbelly learned new songs, and had his first taste of beer—it was so bitter he loaded it up with sugar.

At fifteen he was old enough to go to the sukey-jumps (parties) and breakdowns. Setting out after dark and riding alone through the bottomlands in delta country, he would arrive an hour or so later at some lone shanty set down in the wilderness: "There'd be no white man for twenty miles." For playing all night, he got all he could drink, all he could handle in the way of girls, and fifty cents in hard cash. At sixteen he was married and father of a child.

But rambling was strong in Leadbelly's blood. Soon he "banished away and went out in West Texas, pickin' cotton." At different times, he was lead man for Blind Lemon Jefferson, who taught him many songs; he drove mules, and he broke in horses. In Dallas in 1910 he heard a jazz band playing for the first time. He had trouble with women: "the truculent Dallas prostitutes had nearly chopped his head off," according to John A. and Alan Lomax in their book about this period, "Negro Folk Songs as Sung by Leadbelly." Then came the first stretch on this farm.

The prison chronology is long and brutal; Leadbelly lived and played in an atmosphere of violence and lawlessness. He was sent up three different times; once on a charge of attacking a woman, twice on convictions of murder and assault to kill. He broke clean away the first time with slugs from a guard's Winchester ripping out dirt beneath his feet as he dashed across a fresh-plowed field.

Once this mold had been set, Leadbelly had to live outside society, and his outlawed person was fair game to every bully, gambler, and dance-hall tout. His life was in danger on at least three separate known occasions between 1925, the date of his release from the Shaw State Prison Farm in Texas, and 1930, date of his second conviction and confinement to the Louisiana State Farm at Angola.

Leadbelly never mentioned the first of these three fracases until a skull fracture showed up on X-rays taken years later in New York. He said then that he had felt numbness in his fingers for a whole year following the nigh, a bottle had cracked his head open, but had never gone to a doctor. On the second occasion, he was playing "Mr. Tom Hughes's Town" on his guitar in a dancehall across the lake from Oil City when a man got a knife in his neck and had drawn it half around to the other side before his girl, Era, beat off the attacker. That time, Huddie reported to the police, "bleeding like a hog," and was told to get on out of there fast. The
third time, he was attacked as he was coming home from work by members of a gang who said he had whiskey in his dinner pail. He refused to surrender it, and a fight began. So on February 28, 1930, he was sent off to Angola with a second "assault with intent to murder" against his name.

Along this rough way Leadbelly was assimilating song and experience. In the canebrake and delta lands he learned songs and dances for the Brazos Bottom and Red River Valley. On Fannin Street he picked up topical and sentimental ballads that were popular with the prostitutes, and the slow beat of blues moaned out in the barrelhouses. At work he was lead man whenever a chant was set to the slow rhythms of pushing and pulling, chopping and straining.

When he heard wandering piano players who used the bass figurations of boogie woogie, he knew they were talking his language—he had been using that same sort of bass on his twelve-string guitar. At home his mother had taught him lullabies, spirituals, and children's play songs. And in the long years in prison he renewed his acquaintance with the treasury of Afro-American music that is kept almost intact by prisoners isolated from the rest of the world. It was here that he heard and learned "Go Down, Old Hannah" for the first time; the holler that tells the hot midday sun to "go down—and don't you rise no more!" Here, too, he learned "Take This Hammer," the work song that is punctuated by the heavy, thundering "huh!" of the chain gang's hammer stroke.

Leadbelly was released from the Shaw State Farm because he sang for the Texas Governor who had sworn never to pardon any man so long as he held office. But Huddie won out; the twelve strings, the magnificent voice, and the amazing repertoire moved Neff to do that which he had sworn never to do. And it was through John Lomax, curator of the Archive of American Folk Song of the Library of Congress, that he had his chance to sing for a second Governor, O. K. Allen, of Louisiana, and win a second reprieve.

That was in 1934. It was a crucial year in Leadbelly's life, and a date that every folklorist stars on his calendar. "I was born and raised 'round here, mamma, but I'm stayin' in town... in New York City, what I'm talkin' 'bout," Leadbelly sang prophetically on March 25, 1935. With New York as base, Leadbelly and the Lomaxes toured a circuit of college towns, and Huddie held forth from lecture platforms to bemused and enchanted undergraduate audiences.

It was in this period that another of Huddie's talents was nurtured. When he sang for university audiences, it was often hard for bookish students to understand his dialect, and the meaning of his songs. Always before this, he had been performing for his own people; when he sang blue, he hardly had to stop and explain what it was about. But in response to questions from his new audience, Leadbelly began to weave together narrative and song, and intoned his expositions in a sort of free-wheeling recitative. Often the narrative was made up of so gentle a combination of the real and the imagined that it was impossible to separate one from the other. Nor was that ever necessary; they were always interesting.

Leadbelly's voice was not beautiful. It was rough and grainy, and some of its raw tones came up as if scraped out of his throat. It rang out with intensity because he often shouted with violence. It had a nasal twang. The excitement he engendered came from his understanding of each melody he sang and from a strong, precise sense of rhythm. He played his own twelve-string guitar, and its tempo fell in with each type of song: for breakdowns, the strings zinged at breakneck time; but he held the slow blues to an even, carefully marked beat, usually in low register.

Leadbelly was set apart from other folk singers by his extraordinary ability to tell a story, and a repertoire that included blues, work songs, shouts, hollers, reels, railroad and prison songs, ballads, spirituals, cowboy, popular, and play songs. And, above all, he was not afraid—not afraid to slur one vocal tone fiercely against another, not afraid to run up and down a scale that took in baritone and tenor registers along the way, but didn't stick to either. The hollers he yelled out were almost impossible of notation in our occidental music scale. He was not afraid to shift pitch, and he often accelerated tempo to suit mood and action.

Leadbelly went on the air for the Columbia Broadcasting System, singing for the "Back Where I Come From" programs; he went on the air for WNYC, first in the Annual American Music Festivals, then as a regular. His arrival in New York coincided with the inception of the March of Time films, and they did an inadequate job of covering it. He gave concerts in Times Hall and in Town Hall. Later, in 1944, he went to Hollywood. Then in the spring of 1949 he sang in Paris, at the Cité Universitaire. And all that time, he made records.

The records will tell the final story about Leadbelly, but not right away. A spot check of all the companies holding masters of material recorded by Leadbelly revealed only one company, the old reliable Ethnic Folkways of Moe Asch, as having immediate plans for a Leadbelly memorial album. An M-G-M spokesman, admitting that the Leadbelly masters in their vaults (these are ones from which the album of "Sinful Songs" was made up and issued by Musicraft in 1939) are "nice, substantial pieces of business," has plans to issue only one single.

When queried, an RCA Victor informant said he would have to consult somebody. That could mean anything. The Library of Congress, pending settlement of Leadbelly's estate (whatever that is) has "sealed" all of the 140-odd sides cut by Leadbelly for the Archives. There is hope here for eventual reunion.

A great many of Leadbelly's stories and almost all his repertoire have also been recorded on high-fidelity tape; this makes the third and last "complete" recording of Leadbelly. The first was during 1935-1936, when the Lomaxes, admittedly "with malice aforethought," recorded everything of Leadbelly's they could get him to do. Then about five years later Moe Asch took down about 300 to 400 acetates of Leadbelly's repertoire. And in the fall of 1948 I recorded sixteen half-hour reels of tape covering in their entirety three evenings of song and story by Leadbelly.

One company, Columbia, has records of Leadbelly that differ from all others. They even pre-date some of the Library of Congress recordings; they have caught Leadbelly in his first moments in New York. In them his voice is younger; he is more boastful, more fierce, and at the same time more afraid. And the stories he told before the Columbia microphone (it was the American Record Company then) are priceless. It would be cultural mayhem of the first degree if Columbia Records, Inc., were to lose track of those masters, which comprise altogether about thirty-five titles, only four of which have ever been issued. As it is, the Columbia word is that new pressings may have to wait "for quite a while."
LEADBELLY LEGACY, vol. 3

SIDE II

Band 1: DRIVING SONG
Band 2: DADDY, I'M COMING BACK TO YOU
Band 3: SEE SEE RIDER*
Band 4: PIGMEAT

*Collected & adapted by John A. & Alan Lomax
All songs © Folkways Music Publishers, Inc.